3D Industries – Bringing Private Label
Production to a New ‘GREEN’ Level
LAKE FOREST, Calif., Feb. 2 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — 3D Industries is proud to
announce it has new GREEN sourcing, new technologies and services for 2010.
At 3D Industries, we are always looking for new ways to bring innovation from
our manufacturing network to our client’s markets. 3D is working on advancing
technical products that not only meet the demands of new extreme
applications, but also improve upon existing designs in technical apparel and
soft goods.
3D Industries is proud to now offer new GREEN materials to its clients. In
today’s age of green friendly, earth conscious consumers, we are now sourcing
more innovative, eco-friendly construction materials. Many goods can be
manufactured from these materials; everything from technical jackets,
requiring heavy duty materials and construction, to lighter fabrics for tshirts, breathables and swimwear.
“By utilizing new materials like 100% organic cottons, Eco-Lite polymers,
recycled plastic fabric blends, soy silks, bamboo fabrics, jute, corn fiber
and more, we can offer our clients a more complete resource for cutting edge
technologies,” said Corey Herde, 3D Marketing Director.
“Many items can be produced in these materials at relatively the same cost of
production, but offer a clean alternative and an advanced selling point. So,
we are pretty excited to be offering our customers these new construction
methods and the many different advanced fibers being produced by eco friendly
resources,” Herde adds.
About 3D Industries:
For over 30 years, 3D Industries has manufactured custom technical clothing,
sportswear, and accessories for OEM’s and top aftermarket brands worldwide.
Headquartered in Lake Forest, CA, USA, their team of designers, developers
and production professionals are experts that understand technical apparel
and accessories; from ascetics to the performance logistics for many sports
and apparel industries.
3D industries factories are capable of producing a wide range of technical
apparel products and sportswear and are compliant to the highest level of
quality standards and timeline assurance in the business.
For more information please visit the 3D industries Website: www.3d-ind.com.
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